Hybrid
Room-Ready
Solution
All components needed for
a high-quality, hybrid
meeting experience.

PERFECT FOR LARGE
MEETING SPACES!

Lenovo, Yamaha Unified Communications
and Aver have come together to create a
room-ready solution for large hybrid
meeting spaces. Inclusive of a complete
audio system, conference camera, control
system and touch panel, these devices
have been tested and work seamlessly
together to provide a complete solution for
customers.

EASY SET UP
All devices are easy to install,
configure and connect to the
ThinkSmart Core.

MS TEAMS CERTIFIED
All devices have been tested and
certified by Microsoft for Teams
Room use.

END USER FRIENDLY
Simple to initiate and control
meetings, share content, and
collaborate.

ThinkSmart
Core + Controller

ADECIA
Ceiling
Mic
&
Speaker Solution

CAM520
Pro2
Conference Camera

Automatically detects
components, configures devices,
and optimizes audio performance
for the room environment
Simple three-step guided set up
wizard via web UI
No fixed lobes
Unique dynamic beam tracking
technology utilizes four beams to
automatically track voices within
the room simultaneously
PoE+ Connection + Danteenabled
Includes ceiling mic (white or
black), line array speakers (white
or back), audio processor &
switch

Features Sony True WDR, IP
video streaming, and a PoE+
port
full HD 1080p video at 60fps via
USB 3.1 streaming or
RTSP/RTMP H.264
broadcasting
Enterprise-grade video with 18X
zoom (12X optical + 6X digital)
Zoom in on whiteboard content,
documents, or people at an 84°
FOV up to 60 feet away without
any distortion
Next-generation facial and body
detection - up to 10 meters
away

Add smarter collaboration
This ceiling microphone & line
An industry-leading
technology to meeting rooms of array speaker solution helps conferencing camera designed
all sizes with our ThinkSmart
overcome challenges with
for medium to large conference
Core + Controller - built on the implementation, configuration
rooms, the CAM520 Pro2
Intel vPro® platform and perfect and room acoustics by providing makes meetings a breeze with
for employees to connect, share, all components required for a
agile features like 18X total
and collaborate seamlessly and
successful installation and
zoom and SmartFrame that
securely.
automatic technologies that
automatically shifts the
reduce set up time, costs and camera's focus and follows the
complexities.
presenter throughout each
saved zone.
Preloaded with Microsoft
Teams Room
Windows 10 IoT Enterprise SAC
OS
10.1" HD anti-glare, antismudge display with a 10-point
touchscreen
Integrated IR sensors that
detect presence in the room
and automatically turn the
system on/off
USB-C connectivity
Deploy, monitor, manage, and
troubleshoot remotely
Includes one year of "Premium
level" manageability console
subscription

